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Submission takes many forms in this collection of 69 short stories, from straining in bondage to

taking a spanking, being put on display, and beyond. By turns bratty and worshipful, these

submissives will go to great lengths to fulfill their naughtiest fantasies and are rewarded splendidly

by their masters and mistresses. A student returns to show his former teacher who's really in

charge, a photo shoot becomes an opportunity for erotic games, and a man revels in his wife's past

as a former dominatrix. These brats, masochists, and hungry-for-sensation subs go above and

beyond for the ones they adore, pushing themselves to new limits while their devious dominants put

them through their paces. Edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel, these short stories sizzle with the

tension of erotic power play, commands followed, and service willingly performed.
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The best part of any book of short stories is you'll always find at least one story you like. This one

fortunately had many really great stories to choose from. I am a sex educator and personally

invested in the kink community and I really enjoyed this book. I live as a lifestyle dominant and was

really interested and honestly turned on reading from the point of view of the submissive. These

stories leave you wanting more. People of all sexualities, gender, and races I believe will really

enjoy this book if they have an interest in power play. 50 shades of grey doesn't stand a chance.

The very first line of the very first story in this book is "I want to feel you" which encapsulates so



much about this anthology. A well-curated collection of 69 very short stories, these are sexy, artful,

deep, honest, dreamy and nearly palpable stories of submission and desire. Magnifique on the

bedside table.

This anthology is a thick book consisting of 69 hand-plucked kinky tales that all deal with

submissives. However, that is the only trait they share. This book has stories and relationship

pairings to suit every level of desire and each sexual orientation. There are softer stories, and there

are ones that made me wince in the best kind of sympathy pains (I've been there, fictional

submissives. I feel your pain). There are stories that contain heterosexual couples, lesbian couples,

male/male pairings, and combinations of the bunch. Whether your fantasy is leather, ropes,

voyeurism, Femdom.... You like it? The Big Book of Submission has a story waiting for you.If I didn't

enjoy a short story as much as another, it was simply because I either wasn't feeling the point of

view, or it was written about something that is not my particular fetish. I can't win them all.Another

great thing about this collection is that these short stories are not related at all, other than the central

theme. This means that you can stop reading at whatever point you'd like. You can jump around

and skip stories, because they are each independent. This is great for when you just want a quickie

read, say in between classes (like myself).I would recommend this anthology to anyone who is

interested or turned on by BDSM relationships. The heat level is sizzling and the variety of tales is

wide. Obviously, this book deals with sex and BDSM themes, so if those types of things bother you,

than this is NOT the book for you. Thanks again to Rachel & Cleis Press for my copy in exchange

for my honest opinions.

These super short stories are little boosts of kink you can get during the day during those little

pockets of time you'd be doing nothing else---standing in line at check-out, riding the bus, etc. If

you're new to bdsm erotica like me, the brevity makes the content easier to digest, too. Veteran

erotica readers, ya'll will love this one!

If you're looking for a book that encompasses all forms BDSM, this steamy book has it all. From the

simple desire for servitude, to the naughty pleasure in pain, this collection offers a glimpse into a

lifestyle not often shared. Whether you're new to the scene or a seasoned member, this book has a

story fit just for you.

The Big Book of Submission: 69 Kinky Tales is an outstanding collection of short stories beautifully



gathered and edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel. The collection is 69 short stories viewed from every

angle of submission and domination, top and bottom. It is kinky sex, but so much more. Itâ€™s

wanting. It is need and fulfillment. Mainly itâ€™s about love. The book doesnâ€™t come across as

too hard-core, but it is a serious look at power-play and intense burning domination and submission.

Since these are short stories, they burn super hot and bright and never bore. There are no back

stories or prolonged, character histories to weight stories down. The stories are all heat and flash.

Itâ€™s about challenges and acceptance. Of course there is also pain and punishment that excites

whether you are giving or receiving. A special shout out to Teresa Noelle Roberts and her story

Beautiful. A loving story about a cancer survivor who didnâ€™t submit to cancer. Itâ€™s just that, a

beautiful story. Thank you to Ms. Roberts for writing such a sensitive story and Rachel Kramer

Bussel for being courageous enough to include it in this masterful collection.I just wish that the book

included a 2 or 3 line biographical statement about each writer or a Twitter address.I really loved

this story collection. It will long be among my favorites.

I LOVED this collection! There were quite a few stories that I skimmed that had themes I wasn't

super interested in (m/m,femdom) but there are so many stories that there will be no shortage of

ones that make this collection worth it. Bondage, domination/submission, s&m, fetishes; it's all

there. Also, the stories are fairly short so they are fun to read a couple at a time when you have a

few minutes here or there (or you're just looking for a quick little "spark" that you don't have do read

200 pages for).Highly recommended to erotica fans and especially those who enjoy D/s.

This anthology has a little something for everyone, if you enjoy D/s erotica. The stories included

portray people who run the gamut from straight to gay to some sort of indeterminate queer, cis to

trans*, which is refreshing to see. The stories also range from fairly tame to explicit. Some of them

left me wanting more, and of course on the flip side, some felt too long (I suppose my kink is not

their kink). All in all, though, it's a great collection of stories, perfect for reading a bit at a time.
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